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         HIGHLIGHTS: 
          
         - Ms. Youens is a Metis, born in North Battleford, 
         Saskatchewan.  She was brought up in a series of foster homes 
         and is now active in both the Women's Movement and the native 
         groups.   
         - How the Metis are treated by outside groups. 
         - Childhood - upbringing in various foster homes. 
         - Attitudes towards women among native societies. 
          
         Carol:  Okay, first of all I will ask you when and where you 
         were born? 
          
         Linda:  I was born in 1954 in the North Battleford Notre Dame 
         hospital. 
          
         Carol:  Right in the city, did you live right in the town? 
          
         Linda:  I didn't live in the town, I lived in Radisson but my 
         mother went to North Battleford to have me because we didn't 
         have a hospital there. 
          
         Carol:  Is Radisson a native community? 



          
         Linda:  No. 
          
         Carol:  Was it mostly white? 
          
         Linda:  Yes. 
          
         Carol:  Were you identified by people around you and in your 
         own family as being Metis? 
          
         Linda:  Mostly, well, in my family naturally we were all Metis 
         except my mother was treaty.  My father, my step-father, was a 
         white man.  So, I guess us kids were, in the town, I guess we 
         were considered Indian people.  They don't really make 
         distinctions between Metis, Indian, or treaty or anything like 
         that.  If you look brown, you are Indian. 
          
         Carol:  Except that you look quite white so would that have 
         made any difference in how you were treated? 
          
         Linda:  I wouldn't say, especially since the rest of my family 
         is dark.  My mother is treaty and she is dark, and my brothers 
         and sister are too.  
          
         Carol:  So that you felt, when you were young, you felt as if 
         you were Metis? 
          
         Linda:  I felt Indian.  I never knew what a Metis was until I 
         came to the city. 
          
         Carol:  Oh, I see.  But that is an unusual situation being 
         raised in a town that was mostly white.  It is different from 
         some people that were, like St. Louis for example, where most 
         of the people are Metis. 
          
              How did the people treat you in the town? 
          
         Linda:  Well, they treated us quite well, I imagine.  We were 
         poor too so that makes a difference you know, like, whether we 
         were rich and Metis or whether we were poor and Metis too.  But 
         my step-father was a really generous person.  He used to have 
         big gardens and everything and he was always giving things away 
         and he was quite liked in the community, so it really wasn't 
         that bad. 
          
         Carol:  Do you know where your parents were born? 
          
         Linda:  My mother comes from Sweetgrass Reserve and my 
         grandfather comes from Sweetgrass Reserve and my step-father 
         comes from England and my father, I'm not sure who he is. 
          

rol:  Do you know anything about the history of the town of 

nda:  Just that Radisson was one of the guys that went up the 

         Ca
         Radisson, why it was established or...? 
          
         Li
         Saskatchewan River in the old days.  And that is quite close to 
         the river.  It is maybe about 16, 20 miles from the river. 



          
         Carol:  What about the history of the Sweetgrass reserve, do 
         you know anything about it? 
          
         Linda:  I have never been on the reserve because since my 
         mother married a white man, she lost her treaty status so she 

 
  

rol:  Do you think that in general there is any difference 

nda:  Yes. 

nda:  Well, I just think that, well, they are treated a lot 

nce. 

by 

 

rol:  What about the differences between the way the Metis 

nda:  Well, there is a difference, I think, but that is 
y 

nda:  What are you suggesting?  That there is another reason? 

         doesn't go back to the reserve.  I haven't met my grandfather 
         yet but my cousin, who is treaty, comes from Sweetgrass.  He is 
         going to take me out this summer. 
          
         Carol:  Have you ever had any bad experiences or anything with 
         the RCMP? 
          
         Linda:  Not especially I wouldn't say.  Like they don't stop us 
         just because we are Metis or something.  I've been stopped a 
         couple of times and both times when I have said my last name, 
         they've right away said, "Do you have brothers?" because my 
         brothers have been in jail quite a bit.  And because of that,
         the RCMP has sort of looked down on me or whatever you may say.
          
         Ca
         between how they treat whites and Metis and Indian? 
          
         Li
          
         Carol:  Can you give me some examples? 
          
          
         Li
         different because there are so many reasons.  Well, Metis 
         people and Indian people in my opinion, there is no differe
         Because if you look at some of the treaty people and you look 
         at some of the Metis people, you can't tell whether they are 
         treaty or Metis and they are classified as, well, they are 

          Indian people.  And then the only difference you can tell is
         their treaty card which they don't stamp on their forehead or 
         anything.  But the Metis people have it rougher, I think, 

t          because the treaty people are looked after by the governmen
         with their treaty card.  They get their education paid for and
         part of a house and furniture and they have their treaty 

ut          rights.  A Metis person, they don't have the treaty card b
         then still they look Indian so the white people still look at 
         them that way. 
          
         Ca
         and Indians are treated by the RCMP as opposed to whites? 
          
         Li
         because many native people don't know about the law and the
         don't know about their rights.  They come into the city from 
         the reserve and there is such a big difference and they don't 
         understand everything.   
          
         Carol:  Do you think that is the only reason that they are 
         mistreated?   
          
         Li



          
         Ca
  

rol:  Well, do you think there is any discrimination or 
       racism on the part of the police? 

have any examples either from things that have 

s ago and they 

t 

 native youth conference in May, 
d I think that the police down there were acting quite badly.  

 

e 

at?   

 

difference between the way that you 
e treated by the teachers as compared to the white kids? 

n't 
ink I was treated too much different. 

ou hear from other 
ople?   

on't know.  There is a lot of Indian people that 
n't finish their school.  But as for being treated different, 

don't finish? 

ns.  Some 

          
         Linda:  Yeah. 
          
         Carol:  Do you 
         happened to you or things you have heard about? 
          
         Linda:  Well, there was a meeting here a few week
         had one girl down from Pine Grove that had murdered a man I 
         guess.  And she was with a white girl at the time that this guy 
         was murdered and she got two years and the white girl just go
         off.  I think that is discrimination. 
          
         Carol:  Any other examples? 
          
         Linda:  Well, when I was at a
         an
         It was all native people from Saskatchewan.  The delegates and 
          
         everything were down there and the police, were always around 
         the building just for the mere fact that there was Indian 
         people in this hotel.  Whereas if maybe a white rugby team went
         down, they would put up with all the nonsense whereas they 
         didn't with us.  We were down one night.  We were just, like, 
         everybody was just picking up guitars and singing and we wer
         down in the basement away from everybody and the security cops 
         came in and just turned off all the power and lights and asked 
         us to get out. 
          

even asking you to stop first or anything like          Carol:  Without 
         th
          

o, they didn't.  They just came and turned it off.          Linda:  N
          
         Carol:  What about the way that the Indian and Metis kids are

eated by the schools and the teachers and so on?          tr
          
         Linda:  What do you mean? 
          
         Carol:  Well, is there any 
         ar
          
         Linda:  Well, from my experience when I went to school, I do
         th
          
         Carol:  What about in general from what y
         pe
          
         Linda:  I d
         do
         I have never really talked about it. 
          
         Carol:  Why do you think that so many 
          
         Linda:  Well, I think that there is quite a few reaso



         of our elder people speak and say that we have no need for 

of them. 

ld be revised and 
ey should be taught different. 

 you think the church has 
ne anything good for Metis and Indian people? 

elieve in God.  
t the God from the Bible but many Indian people, they believe 

k the church has 
d on the Metis and Indian? 

a lot of influence because, well, 
imagine especially the Catholics because they are the ones 

ian and Metis 
ople, being told that, you know, that their religion was all 

 of people.  They had these schools 
re run by nuns and by priests and 

t 

n 

e in it.  I 

ologically, do you think...? 

fferent but I don't know.  The churches still preach love and 
 

         education.  That education is life and we should be living with 
         nature, close to nature.  You don't find that in books.  
         Another reason is, a lot of the books that they have out really 
         portray the Indian as savages. 
          
         Carol:  That is for sure.  Most 
          
         Linda:  Yeah, well, I think that they shou
         th
          
         Carol:  What about the church?  Do
         do
          
         Linda:  That is a hard question because I don't b
         No
         in a Great Spirit or as One.  They say that there is all these 
         churches and everybody is praying to the same person, so it 
         doesn't matter which church you belong to.  
          
         Carol:  What kind of an influence do you thin
         ha
          
         Linda:  I think they have had 
         I 
         that really went out on their mission and they converted a lot 
         of Indian people into the Catholic way and they told us that 
         our religion was barbaric or whatever they said. 
          
         Carol:  What do you think that that did to the Ind
         pe
         wrong and stuff like that? 
          
         Linda:  They converted a lot

 the reserves and they we         on
         stuff like that so the children were forced to follow their 
         religion.  They really didn't have a choice.  They were brough
         in from the reserves into a residential school and then from 
         there on they had to stop speaking their language in a lot of 
         cases, and they had to pray to the, to whatever religion had 
         this school.  And they were just brought up that way and they 
         were away from their parents for so many months, like maybe te
         months a year or something.  So they didn't really have too 
         much of their parent's influence whereas they had a lot of the 
         church's. 
          

 how do you think that affected them?          Carol:  And
          
         Linda:  That is hard to say because I don't believ

n't really answer that.          ca
          
         Carol:  I mean, like, psych
          
         Linda:  I think that well, things might have been a lot 
         di
         sharing and things like that, but I think that the Indian
         religion is a lot more beautiful than the other ones.   



          
         Carol:  What about the Social Welfare Department, do you think 

ere is any difference in how they treat Metis people as 

nda:  I don't know.  My parents got divorced when I was 12 
ut 
t 

erent foster homes so  
ch case was sort of different, but I felt more that I was 

the 

 

t then? 

of really 
xed up and then after that year, like in the past eight 

ng 

r foster-father was someone that your mother 
these four foster homes that you were in after 

 
ep-father and he was white.  And since then, while they were 

you say you weren't 
me difference in how 

? 

y? 

as a difference that when I went 
to a foster home that I would be the one that would have to 

child in the house, the rest 

         th
         compared to white? 
          
          
         Li
         and I was made a ward of the government and so, like, I was p
         on welfare.  I was put in different foster homes.  I think tha
         in the foster homes, I was treated different from the kids.  I 
         was always put in white foster homes and personally I felt a 
         big difference between the white people and the Indian people.  
         That is a place where I noticed it the most. 
          
         Carol:  In what ways was it evident? 
          
         Linda:  Well, I was in about four diff
         ea
         Indian in the foster homes than when I was just out with 
         people.  Except for one foster home, I had the mother in the 
         foster home, she was a social worker and her daughter was 
         same age as I was and she was always trying to help me find 
         myself, you know, like to be an Indian.  She was always saying 
         that I should try and get involved with the Indian people and
         that being Metis, it might help more.   
          
         Carol:  Did you get involved at that poin
          
         Linda:  No, I moved out for a year and I was sort 
         mi
         months, I have sort of been getting myself together and findi
         out who I am. 
          
         Carol:  So, you

rried after          ma
         you were in these homes? 
          

 about 17 or 18 when she married my         Linda:  No.  My mother was
         st
         married, she had children by another man.  My step-father only 
         had one child which is my oldest sister. 
          
         Carol:  I see.  These other foster homes, 

eated very good.  You mean there was so         tr
         they treated you as compared to how they treated the other kids
          
         Linda:  I thought so. 
          
         Carol:  How, in what wa
          
         Linda:  I felt that there w
         in
         clean up the house.  I would be doing the dishes and looking 
         after the other kids while the other kids in the family, they 
         had more privileges than I did. 
          
         Carol:  You were the only foster 



         of them were their own children? 

r home I was in.  She took in 
me and I looked after them 

to foster home rather 

use I felt this difference and I 

 when you 

d them, I said that I wanted to 

to 
 

o 

 

ried to go to bed with me and I was 
ally scared and I told my social worker and she didn't do 

 

 foster home, where I was 
fore.   

u 
ay from your mother? 

at 
is 

          
         Linda:  Except for the first foste

lot of little babies all the ti         a 
         quite a bit.  Yeah, that is one thing. 
          
         Carol:  Why did you go from foster home 
         than staying in the same one? 
          
         Linda:  I didn't like them beca
         didn't like it and I wanted to move all the time. 
          
         Carol:  So, you had no trouble, they just moved you
         said you wanted to move or...? 
          
         Linda:  No, the first time I tol
         move and it took a few months before she moved me.  And then 
         the second time I moved, I ran away to Toronto.  Then after 
         that I moved out and there was a foster home that my social 
         worker wanted me to go into and I went and I saw the people, 
         like we sort of had a tea together.  I didn't want to move in
         there but my social worker said, "Try it for a couple of weeks
         and if you don't like it, I'll move you out."  So I said, 
         "Okay," and I moved in and I didn't like it and I asked to be 
         moved out and she wouldn't let me go.  I had to stay there 
         until I was sixteen.  He was a military, like he used to be in 
         the army or something.  Whenever I wanted to go out, I had t
         put my hands behind my back and say, "May I please go out, Sir, 
         I would like to go here and there," and tell him where I was 
         going and what time I would be back.  I didn't like that place 
         at all.  Like, some things happened that I thought shouldn't 
         happen.  And my social worker, she didn't stand up for me at 
         all.  When some of the things happened, I would tell her about
         it and she didn't believe me. 
          
         Carol:  Like what things? 
          
         Linda:  Well, one time he t
         re
         anything about it.  She said if I didn't stay there until I was 

go         sixteen, I had to go to a girls' school and I didn't want to 
         to a girls' school so I had to stay there.  But as soon as I 
         turned sixteen, I moved out.   
          
         Carol:  Where did you go then? 
          
         Linda:  I went back to my second
         be
          

you think that they were justified in taking yo         Carol:  Do 
         aw
          

 was an alcoholic and she used to be         Linda:  Yeah.  My mother
         us up all the time.  And my father, my step-father, he was in h
         seventies at the time and my mother was only in her thirties.  
         So there is fifty years difference.  It was really hard on the 
         kids I think.  I think it was better that they were taken away. 



          
         Carol:  What do you think of the whole question of integration 
         of Metis and Indians and whites? 

 would like to see the Indian 
ople unite as one and keep their culture but I would like 

 

were talking before about the - you were 
ying that you thought there was a difference between the way 

way? 

, it is kind of hard because I have 

 

e 
t 

f men in 
ke do 

u 

       your own home.  I think that is pretty well men in general.  I 

 

nda:  Another thing that being Metis, like, I don't really 
tures.  You can tell I am Indian when 

am with Indian people or when I wear my hair in braids or put 
 

          
         Linda:  It is really difficult.  I
         pe
         them to get along with the white people and work with them and 
         for both sides to accept each other but I don't want to see the
         Indian culture lost. 
          
         Carol:  Okay, now, we 
         sa
         that native men reacted to women? 
          
         Linda:  Yeah, I did. 
          
         Carol:  How?  In what 
          
         Linda:  I have noticed, well
         been going to those women's liberation meetings.  Then all of 
         sudden, well, when we go up to pow-wows or something, without 
         even thinking, the men will expect the women to get the food 
         ready; and if I start picking up some of the tent posts to make
         the tipi, I will be told to put it down because I am a woman 
         and I shouldn't be doing that and if the older Indian people 
         see me doing that, it is wrong.  You know, there is things lik
         that, that you just sort of don't do.  Like, I shouldn't go ou
         and chop the wood or something.  I will go bring it back but I 
         am not supposed to chop it.  And I have to wash the dishes 
         and... 
          

How is that different from the white society?          Carol:  
          
         Linda:  Well, maybe it is not different because a lot o

e white society expect women to do certain things li         th
         housework and look after the kids and wash the floors and 
         everything else like that.  It is just different from when yo

          are at a pow-wow as to when you are in the white society in
  
         was talking to some Malaysian people this week and I asked them 

ty         how the women in their country were treated and it seems pret
         similar, except he said the women are starting to stand up now. 
          
         Carol:  What country was this? 
         Linda:  Malaysia. 
          
         Carol:  Oh, Malaysia.   
          
         Li
         have that many Indian fea
         I 
         feathers in my hair or something but when I was sort of living
         with white people, many people asked me if I was Greek or 
         Italian or over from Europe or some place like that.   
          

ou          Carol:  Do you think that that has made things easier for y
         or more difficult or...? 



          
         Linda:  I can't really say because if anybody has ever asked me 

aid yes.  I have never been ashamed 
oud to be an Indian. 

 you have 

k.  Then I would have more 
scrimination I think.   

 
 you see any relationship between 

rol:  Well, in the sense that both, well, that is what I am 

 Prince Albert, we had some people from the 
ian Movement.  They came up and they spoke and one 

 was 

 
ger 

ey can go out? 

sagree with.  I don't know what to 
 about it because there are so many elder Indian people that 

? 

ompletely, but that is just from my personal view 

         if I was Indian I always s
 being Indian.  I am pr         of

          
         Carol:  Some people think that even if you are proud, just the 
         fact that you look white, makes it that - maybe
         problems that are slightly different but on the whole it is 
         easier for you to make it in a white society; that the teachers 
         probably treat you better and the RCMP probably treat you 
         better and that, just in general, it makes it easier for you to 
         be exactly what you want to be. 
          
         Linda:  Yeah, I think so.  I think that I have been accepted a 
         lot more than if I was really dar
         di
          
         Carol:  You have been active in the women's movement and also
         in the native movement.  Do
         the two? 
          
         Linda:  Relationship, how? 
          
         Ca
         asking you. 
          
         Linda:  Okay, when I was at the conference, the Native Youth 
         Conference in

erican Ind         Am
         woman spoke on native women and their role, and she said that 
         women are very sacred, which I think they are, but that it
         a women's role - she really believed that it was the women's 
         role to look after the children.  It is the women's role to do 
         the housework and to do everything that sort of, is expected in 
          
         our society.  Like, away from the women's movement. She said 
         that is was wrong to wear tight sweaters or to try and you 

ow, like have any sexual appeal or anything like that.  And          kn
         that a man, before he goes out and does something, will always
         ask the woman.  That means that the woman is sort of a stron
         power than the man, but it is the man that goes out and does 
         the work. 
          

          Carol:  Do you think that is really true that men do ask their
         wives if th
          
         Linda:  I have never been married, I don't know.  But, there is 
         some other things that I di
         do
         it is disrespectful if I try and do what I really feel.  Then 
         they think that I am being disrespectful so it is sort of hard 
         sometimes.   
          
         Carol:  Well, did you agree with this woman when she was talking
          

nda:  Not c         Li
         because I don't believe that I should have to look after the 



         kids completely and do all the housework and everything.  I 

at? 

nda:  No, not yet. 

rol:  She talks about how in the Metis organization in 
upset because the higher-ups in the 

't 
 very 
e 

me 
, because I think that I am equal to a man.  A man is 

ual to a woman. 

d the native movement, I meant in the sense 

rol:  No, I didn't mean Indian women specifically, I meant, 
's 

rol:  So, in that sense, do you see any relationship? 

nda:  Well, the Women's Liberation is working for betterment 
native 
 better 

nda:  Well, they are both working for the betterment of 
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         think that if I am married it should be the man and the wife 
         both.   
          
         Carol:  Maria Campbell in her book Halfbreed - did you read th
          
         Li
          
         Ca
         Alberta, she was very 
         organization were always putting down women and they didn
         listen to women when they talked and they didn't take them
         seriously and so on and she was quite upset about that.  Sh
         was quite upset generally about how the Metis men treat the 
         women.   
          
         Linda:  Yeah, I would be upset if somebody just sort of told 
         what to do
         eq
          
         Carol:  When I asked if you saw any relationship between the 
         women's movement an
         that they are both working for changes. 
          
         Linda:  But Indian women aren't working for changes really. 
          
         Ca
         you know, the women's movement as it stands now.  Like, Women

beration for example, and the Native Movement as a whole,          Li
         are both working for changes in society. 
          
         Linda:  Yeah, that is right. 
          
         Ca
          
         Li
         of women in jobs, daycare and things like that.  But the 

vement is working for the betterment of native people,         mo
         housing, better education, more understanding.   
          
         Carol:  So, you don't see too much connection? 
          
         Li
         people.   
          
         (End of Side B) 
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